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Nalagarh
Contact Person:
Mobile Number: 9728712333
Email: mkt.pacificindia07@gmail.com

Welcome to Pacific India
Third Party Manufacturer in Baddi - Pacific India is one of fast
growing pharmaceutical Manufacturing companies Located at
Baddi, Nalagarh(H.P) committed to providing innovative,
quality and affordable medicines for healthier life, We
maintain the highest standards of quality; the products meet
relevant pharmacopeial standards and statutory
requirements. In addition, the company ensures that all the
steps involved in design, development and manufacture of a
product leads to the intended level of quality performance in
the market. We are one of the leading third party
manufacturers, suppliers and exporters of a variety of
Pharmaceutical Medicines like Tablets, Capsules, Syrups,

Dry syrup &amp; Dry Injections, etc., which is applicable to
cure various diseases. With a 15 year history distributing and
manufacturing drugs, peaking with the manufacturing of 1000
million tablets, 200 million capsules, 50 million oral liquid and
10 million of beta lactum dry syrups, dry injections , we
projected that the manufacturing of drugs would move to the
country resulting in intense commodity price and profit
deterioration. Thus, we formed our branded and technology
division and have directed most of our R&amp;D budget
towards new branded product development since then. There
are number of pharmaceutical companies which do not have
their own manufacturing unit, so that companies are
associated with us for third party pharma manufacturing
services. While we continue to leverage our 5 years of
manufacturing experience for selected new product
opportunities and authorized sales, marketing, and
distribution for brand companies, our emphasis has clearly
shifted towards our branded and technology pipelines. So we
are top third party manufacturing company in India. If you
have plan to outsourcing the manufacturing work feel a free
to contact us any time.

